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Matching Algorithms for Bipartite GraphsHerbert Alexander Baier Saip�Cl�audio Leonardo LucchesiyAbstractThis report is a rather concise summary of the �rst-named au-thor's M. Sc. Dissertation, written under the second-named au-thor's supervision.The matching problem in graphs consists in determiningmatch-ings, that is, vertex disjoint sets of edges of the graph. In particular,we are interested in �nding maximum matchings, that is, match-ings of maximum cardinality. There are many variations aroundthis problem, the graph can be: bipartite or not, weighted or not.In this work we describe briey the most important algorithmsfor solving the problem of maximummatching, weighted or not, inbipartite graphs. At the end of the article we give a table whichdescribes briey the most important algorithms for solving the gen-eral problem, in which the graph is not necessarily bipartite.�DCC - IMECC - UNICAMP. Supported by CNPq, FAPESP and FAEP.yDCC - IMECC - UNICAMP. lucchesi@dcc.unicamp.br. Supported in part by agrant from CNPq. 1



1 IntroductionThis report is a rather concise summary of the �rst-named author'sM. Sc. Dissertation, written under the second-named author's super-vision [4].Let G(V;E) be an undirected graph with vertex set V and edge setE (or, simply, G, if both V and E are understood), where jV j = n andjEj = m.A graph G is bipartite if V can be partitioned into two sets, V + andV �, so that each edge of G has one end in V + and the other end in V �.A subset M of E is called a matching in G if no vertex is incidentto more than one edge in M . A matching of maximum cardinality iscalled a maximum matching. If every vertex of G is incident to someedge of M , then M is called a perfect matching ; clearly, every perfectmatching is maximum. A matching M in graph G is maximal if it isnot properly contained in any other matching (see �gure 1).1 A vertexv 2 V is M -free if it is incident with no edge in M .tt t ttt tt t ttt................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ................................................................................ ................................................................................ .................... .......... .......... .............................. .......... .......... ........................................ .......... .......... .............................. .......... .......... ....................(a) (b)Figure 1: (a) Maximal matching. (b) Perfect Matching.A graph G is weighted if we give a cost function c, that associateseach edge with a real value, that is, c : E ! <. Let X be a subset of E.1Dashed lines represent edges not in M and full lines represent edges in M .2



The cost of set X is c(X) := X�2X c(�):Suppose that E 0 is a subset of E. The subgraph of G whose vertexset is the set of vertices incidents to edges in E 0 and whose edge set isE 0 is called the subgraph of G induced by E 0 and is denoted by G[E 0].Let M be a matching in G. An M -alternating path in G is a pathwhose edges are alternately in E nM and M . AnM -augmenting path isa nondegenerateM -alternating path whose origin and terminus are bothM -free (see �gure 1a). A proof of the following theorem can be found in[8, page 70].Theorem 1 (Berge [5], 1957) A matching M in G is maximum ifand only if G contains no M -augmenting path. 2The next lemma shows how we can augment the matching, given anM -augmenting path.Lemma 2 Let M be a matching in G and P an M -augmenting path.Set N := E � EP is a matching in G and jN j = jM j+ 1, where EP isthe edge set of P and E � EP denotes the symmetric di�erence of setsE and EP . 2In Section 2 we describe briey the most important algorithms for �ndingmaximum matchings in non weighted bipartite graphs (Table 1 presentsthe described algorithms2).In Section 3 we describe briey the most important algorithmsfor �nding maximum matchings in weighted bipartite graphs (Table 2presents the described algorithms).In Section 4 we give a table which describes briey the most impor-tant algorithms for solving the general problem, in which the graph isnot necessarily bipartite.2In all tables we use p to represent the number of processors used by parallelalgorithms and U to denote the greatest absolute value among edge cost values.3



Sequential AlgorithmsDate Authors Ref. ComplexityPrimitive O(mn)1973 Hopcroft and Karp [26] O(mn1=2)1991 Alt, Blum, Mehlhorn and Paul [3] O(n3=2pm= logn)Parallel AlgorithmsDate Authors Ref. Complexity Processors1987 Kim and Chwa [27] O(n logn log logn) O(n3= logn)1988 Goldberg, Plotkin andVaidya [24] O(n2=3 log3 n) O(n3= logn)1992 Goldberg, Plotkin,Shmoys and Tardos [23] O(m1=2 log3 n) O(m3)Table 1: Non weighted bipartite graphs.Sequential AlgorithmsDate Authors Ref. Complexity1955 Kuhn [29] O(mn2)1972 Edmonds and Karp [13] O(mn logn)1984 Fredman and Tarjan [13, 16] O(mn+ n2 logn)1985 Gabow [19] O(mn3=4 logU )1989 Gabow and Tarjan [21] O(mn1=2 lognU )Parallel AlgorithmsDate Authors Ref. Complexity Processors1988 Goldberg,Plotkinand Vaidya [24] O(n2=3 log3 n lognU ) O(n3= logn)1988 Gabow andTarjan [20] O((mn1=2=p) log p lognU ) O(m=(n1=2 log2 n))Table 2: Weighted bipartite graphs.4



2 Non Weighted Bipartite GraphsIn this section we describe briey some of the most important algorithmsfor �nding maximum matchings in non weighted bipartite graphs.2.1 Primitive Algorithm� Type: sequential.� Complexity: O (mn).This algorithm uses Theorem 1 (Berge). Since the graph is bipartite, abreadth-�rst search may be used to �nd an M -augmenting path in thefollowing way:1. Begin the search from M -free vertices in one bipartition of G, sayV +.2. In odd iterations of the search use (E n M)-edges and in eveniterations use M -edges.3. If the search �nds an M -free vertex in V �, then we have an M -augmenting path.Remarks:1. If the search �nishes without �nding an M -free vertex in V � thenthere is no M -augmenting path in G, thereforeM is maximum, byTheorem 1.2. If the search �nishes as soon as an M -free vertex in V � is found,then we have a shortest M -augmenting path in G.3. The search time bound is O (m+ n), which is O (m) if we assumeG to be connected.The primitive algorithm consists of O (n) phases, each of which con-sists of a breadth-�rst search for an augmenting path. If any augmentingpath exists, the search �nds a shortest one and the matching is aug-mented (Lemma 2). Therefore, the algorithm time bound is O (mn).5



2.2 Hopcroft and Karp's Algorithm� Authors: Hopcroft and Karp [26].� Date: 1973.� Type: sequential.� Complexity: O �mn1=2�.Unlike the primitive algorithm (Section 2.1), which �nds only oneM -augmenting path in each phase, Hopcroft and Karp's algorithm searchesfor a maximal disjoint collection of shortest M -augmenting paths.This collection can be found using the breadth-�rst search describedin Section 2.1. The search stops as soon as an M -free vertex in V � isvisited, though it completes that iteration, looking for other M -free ver-tices at the same level. Then, a depth-�rst search is performed, startingat M -free vertices in V �, using only vertices visited in the �rst search,to determine the collection. The search time bound is O (m+ n), whichis O (m) if we assume G to be connected.Hopcroft and Karp discovered that if the matching is augmentedusing a maximal collection in each phase, instead of just one augmentingpath, the number of phases is reduced to O (pn). Thus, Hopcroft andKarp's algorithm time bound is O (mpn). This is the most e�cientsequential algorithm known, provided G is not dense. When the graphis dense it is perhaps better to use an algorithm due to Alt, Blum,Mehlhorn and Paul [3], which has complexity O(n3=2pm= logn).Even and Tarjan [15] observed the similarity between Hopcroft andKarp's algorithm and Dinic's algorithm [10].
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2.3 Kim and Chwa's Parallel Algorithm� Authors: Kim and Chwa [27].� Date: 1987.� Type: parallel.� Complexity: O (n logn log logn).� Processors: O �n3= logn�.� Model: PRAM and CREW.This algorithm is similar to the primitive algorithm (Section 2.1),however the search for shortest M -augmenting paths is done in parallel.Instead of a breadth-�rst search, this algorithm uses an even simplermechanism for �nding M -augmenting paths, namely, a straightforwardparallel computation of the product of adjacency matrices.2.4 Goldberg, Plotkin and Vaidya's Parallel Algorithm� Authors: Goldberg, Plotkin and Vaidya [24].� Date: 1988.� Type: parallel.� Complexity: O �n2=3 log3 n�.� Processors: O �n3= logn�.� Model: PRAM and CRCW.This algorithm works in two phases. In the �rst phase, a variationof an algorithm called preow [25] is used. This variation is e�cientwhen there are manyM -free vertices incident to shortestM -augmentingpaths. In the second phase, Kim and Chwa's algorithm (Section 2.3) isthen used. A proper balancing of the two phases leads to a sublinearrunning time.7



3 Weighted Bipartite GraphsWhen the graph is weighted, there are several variants of the problem,some of which are outlined below:(i) Minimum cost perfect matching - among perfect matchings, chooseone having minimum cost.(ii) Minimum cost matching - among all matchings, choose one havingminimum cost.(iii) Minimum cost maximum matching - among all maximum match-ings, choose one having minimum cost.(iv) Maximum cost perfect matching - among all perfects matchings,choose one having maximum cost.(v) Maximum cost matching - among all matchings, choose one havingmaximum cost.(vi) Maximum cost maximum matching - among all maximum match-ings, choose one having maximum cost.Lemma 3 The following problems are equivalent: (i) and (iv), (ii) and(v), and (iii) and (vi).Proof: The reductions are done by simply replacing cost function c by�c. 2Problems (ii) and (iii) are reduced to problem (i). The reductionsmay be found in [4]. Thus, variants (ii){(vi) are reduced to variant (i).We use a dual variable y : V ! < in order to solve the problem. Ify(u) + y(v) � c(u; v); 8(u; v) 2 E; (1)then y is called c-independent.8



We denote by Ey;c the set of edges satisfying (1) with equality, thatis, Ey;c := f(u; v) 2 E : y(u) + y(v) = c(u; v)g:Let M be a matching in G and y be a dual variable. The pair(M; y) is c-admissible if y is c-independent and the following propertiesare satis�ed:(i) M � Ey;c.(ii) For every non M -free vertex v of V + (V �) and for every M -freevertex w in V + (respectively, V �), y(v) � y(w).The next Lemma in fact shows that it is possible to �nd a minimumcost matching of any given cardinality. This result is presented in [4].Lemma 4 If (M; y) is a c-admissible pair, then M has minimum costamong all matchings in G of cardinality jM j.Proof: Let N be a matching in G such that jN j = jM j. Adding (1) overall edges in N yields y(VN)�c(N);where V N is the set of vertices incident to edges in N .Since M � Ey;c, each M -edge satis�es (1) with equality. Adding (1)over all edges in M yields y(VM)=c(M);where VM is the set of vertices incident to edges in M .Let X := VM \ V + n V N and Y := V N \ V + n VM . By de�nitionof c-admissible pair (ii), for each vertex v in X and for each vertex w inY , y(v) � y(w). By hypothesis, jM j = jN j, whence jX j = jY j. Thus,y(VM \ V +) � y(VN \ V +):Similarly, y(VM \ V �) � y(VN \ V �). Thus,y(VM) � y(VN):9



Therefore, c(M) = y(VM) � y(VN) � c(N): 2Corollary 5 Let M be a perfect matching in G. If y is c-independentand M � Ey;c, then M is a minimum cost perfect matching in G. 23.1 Hungarian Search� Authors: Kuhn [29, 30] and Munkres [34].� Date: 1955 and 1957.� Type: sequential.� Complexity: O �mn2�.This algorithm �nds a minimum cost maximum matching in G. Ithas two important variables, namely, M , a matching, and y, a dualvariable. During the execution of the algorithm, the following propertyis preserved: pair (M; y) is c-admissible. The Hungarian search consistsof phases, each of which is composed of two steps:1. Usage of the primitive algorithm (Section 2.1) in order to extendM to a maximum matching in G[Ey;c].2. If M is maximum, then by Lemma 4 it has minimum cost amongall maximum matchings in G; otherwise, maintaining pair (M; y) c-admissible, an adjustment in y is done in order to enlarge V G[Ey;c].There is no guarantee that an M -augmenting path will then befound but in that case new adjustments will be done.10



3.2 Edmonds and Karp's Algorithm� Authors: Edmonds and Karp [13].� Date: 1972.� Type: sequential.� Using heap [1, 31], complexity: O (mn logn).� Using Fibonacci heap [16], complexity: O �mn+ n2 log n�.This algorithm �nds a minimum cost maximum matching in G.Dijkstra's algorithm [9] is used to determine the adjustment of thedual variable, in such a way that each run of Dijkstra's algorithm cor-responds to one adjustment of the dual variable. Moreover, every ad-justment is guaranteed to yield at least one augmenting path in G[Ey;c].Thus, this algorithm requires O (n) phases of the Hungarian Search (Sec-tion 3.1).Fredman and Tarjan, in 1984, developed a new heap implementation,called Fibonacci heap [16], that improves the running time toO �mn + n2 logn� :3.3 Algorithm with Scaling { Gabow� Author: Gabow [19].� Date: 1985.� Type: sequential.� Complexity:3 O �mn3=4 logU�.� Restriction: integrality of cost function c : E ! Z .3U is the greatest absolute value among edge costs.11



This algorithm �nds a minimum cost perfect matching in G. By scal-ing the following technique is meant: for each edge, a cost equal to halfof the original cost is taken, and a solution is found recursively; based onthis solution the algorithm determines a solution for the original prob-lem. It is clear that this technique requires integrality of cost functionc. This technique was introduced, in this context, by Edmonds andKarp in 1972 [13].3.4 Scaling and Approximation Algorithm of Gabow andTarjan� Authors: Gabow and Tarjan [21].� Date: 1989.� Type: sequential.� Complexity: O �mn1=2 lognU�.� Restriction: integrality of cost function c : E ! Z .This algorithm �nds a minimum cost perfect matching in G, usingscaling and approximation. By approximation we mean the following:cost function c is uniformly multiplied by a su�ciently large constantK (in this case, K = ln+12 m); thus any matching M whose cost c(M) issu�ciently near the optimum cost C (that is, c(M) < C +K) is in factoptimal.
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3.5 Scaling and Approximation Parallel Algorithm ofGoldberg, Plotkin and Vaidya� Authors: Goldberg, Plotkin and Vaidya [24].� Date: 1988.� Type: Parallel.� Complexity: O �n2=3 log3 n lognU�.� Processors: O �n3= logn�.� Model: PRAM and CRCW.� Restriction: integrality of cost function c : E ! Z .This algorithm �nds a minimum cost perfect matching in G. It is aparallel algorithm which uses scaling and approximation. The constantused in the approximation is ln+12 m.3.6 Scaling and Approximation Parallel Algorithm ofGabow and Tarjan� Authors: Gabow and Tarjan [20].� Date: 1988.� Type: Parallel.� Complexity: O ��mn1=2=p� log p lognU�.� Processors: p, where p is at most mn1=2 log2 n .� Model: PRAM and EREW.� Restriction: integrality of cost function, that is, c : E ! Z .This algorithm �nds a minimum cost perfect matching in G. It is aparallel algorithm which uses scaling and approximation. The constantused in the approximation is ln+12 m+ n.13



4 General GraphsTables 3 and 4 describe briey some of the most important algorithmsfor solving the general problem, in which the graph is not necessarily bi-partite. The algorithm of Mulmuley, Vazirani and Vazirani [33], showedin Table 3, is probabilistic (Monte Carlo).Sequential AlgorithmsDate Authors Ref. Complexity1965 Edmonds [11] O(mn2)1975 Even and Kariv [14] O(minfn5=2;mn1=2 logng)1976 Gabow [18] O(n3)1980 Micali and Vazirani [32] O(mn1=2)1990 Blum [7] O(mn1=2)Parallel AlgorithmDate Authors Ref. Complexity Processors1987 Mulmuley, Vazirani andVazirani [33] O(log2 n) O(n7=2m)Table 3: Non weighted graphs.Sequential AlgorithmsDate Authors Ref. Complexity1973 Edmonds and Johnson [12] O(mn2U )1982 Galil, Micali and Gabow [22] O(mn logn)1990 Gabow [17] O(mn+ n2 logn)Table 4: Weighted graphs.14
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